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Abstract—Speculative execution can significantly improve the performance of Big Data applications by launching other copies of stragglers (slow tasks). Stragglers detection plays an important role in the effectiveness of speculative execution. The methods employed to detect stragglers use the information extracted from the last received heartbeats which may be outdated when triggering detection. This, in turn, can mislead Big Data analytic systems to make wrong detection with high inaccuracy. To shed the light on this issue, we carry out extensive simulations to identify how heartbeat arrival, task starting times, and detection methods impact the accuracy of stragglers detection in Big Data analytic systems. We reveal that the asynchrony in heartbeat arrivals not only lead to marking normal tasks as stragglers (false positives) but can also result in overlooking real stragglers (false negatives).

Index Terms—MapReduce; Hadoop; Speculation; Stragglers; Heartbeat

I. INTRODUCTION

The past decade has witnessed a tremendous increase in the deployment of Big Data analytic systems in large-scale environments to meet the ever growing size and velocity of data. Nevertheless, a major challenge – when running Big Data applications at large-scale infrastructures – is performance variability. Performance variability in large-scale environments causes stragglers (tasks performing relatively slower than other tasks) which result in a severe degradation in performance. Traces from production clusters at Facebook and Microsoft pointed out that stragglers can be 7-8 X slower than the median task and can increase the average job duration by up to 47% [1]. Big Data analytic systems (Google MapReduce [2], [3], Apache Hadoop [4], Apache Spark [5]) employ speculative execution to mitigate stragglers at large scale. Specifically, new copies of detected stragglers are launched on available machines. Over the past years, there have been several efforts to improve the effectiveness of speculative execution, such as launching speculative copies on lightly loaded machines [6], making speculative execution resource-aware [7], [8], or integrating speculation and job scheduling decisions [9].

Stragglers detection plays an important role in the effectiveness of speculative execution. Thus, many studies have focused on improving stragglers detection. The basic philosophy of existing methods to detect stragglers is to compare (evaluate) tasks, using the information extracted from the last received heartbeats1. These methods can broadly be categorized as either ScoreBased or RateBased. While ScoreBased detection methods [2], [4] use the progress score of tasks (i.e., the fraction of the data has been processed) to judge if a task is a straggler or not (e.g., in Hadoop [4], a task is marked as a straggler if its progress score is smaller than the average progress score of all running tasks minus 20%), RateBased detection methods [6], [7] mark tasks which are 20% slower than the average progress rate (or tasks which have 20% longer “estimated” elapsed times compared to the mean or median). Recent studies have shown that current detection methods (ScoreBased and RateBased) achieve very low precision and recall (i.e., the precision of ScoreBased detection, used in Hadoop, can be only 12% in heterogeneous infrastructures [10]). Unfortunately, only a few efforts [10], [11], [12] have touched on how to explain the (in)accuracy of detection methods.

The main contribution of this study is to identify and to quantify the impact of heartbeat arrival on the inaccuracy of stragglers detection in large-scale infrastructures. To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have worked on identifying and analyzing the impact of heartbeat arrival on stragglers

1Not to be confused with the heartbeats that report the resource availability (from the NodeManager to the ResourceManager in Yarn) or the ones that report the job status (from the ApplicationMaster to the ResourceManager in Yarn), in this paper, heartbeats refer to the periodic signals that report the progress/status of running tasks: from the tasks to the ApplicationMaster in Yarn (known as HeartbeatTask in Spark).
Our study is motivated by two observations. First, having up-to-date information about the running tasks is essential when detecting stragglers. The second observation is that throughout the execution of Big Data applications, the freshness of the information reported by last received heartbeats vary between tasks, depending on the heartbeat window (e.g., 6s in Hadoop) and the task starting times. To demonstrate that, we deployed Hadoop 3.2.0 (Yarn) on 23 virtual machines cluster using EnosLib [13]. We use 6 nodes from Ecotype cluster (each machine is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2630L v4 10-cores processors, 128 GB of main memory, and 400 GB of SSD) at Nantes site of Grid’5000 [14]. In this cluster, 1 VM (configured with 6 CPU cores and 6 GB of RAM) is running alone on 1 node and acts as ResourceManager. The remaining 22 VMs (each configured with 1 CPU core and 6 GB of RAM) are distributed over 21 nodes from Ecotype cluster (each machine is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2630L v4 10-cores processors, 128 GB of main memory, and 400 GB of SSD) at Nantes site of Grid’5000 [14]. We configured two state-of-the-art detection metrics used in Hadoop [4] and in Bing [7]. Using synthetic data sets, we carry out extensive simulations over a large number of scenarios to identify how heartbeat arrival, task starting times, and detection methods impact the accuracy of stragglers detection in Big Data analytic systems. We reveal that the asynchrony of heartbeat arrivals (and the resulting stale information) not only result in marking normal tasks as stragglers (false positive) but also lead to the non-detection of real stragglers (false negative).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The problem alongside two detection methods are formalized in Section II. The experimental methodology is explained in Section III. Section IV discusses the experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes this study.

II. MODEL AND DETECTION METHODS

A. Model

We present the model to describe the problem and on which we build the simulator for experiments in Sections III and IV. Let \( J \) be a job (a set of tasks). For each task \( T_i \in J \), we define its duration as \( d_i \) and its starting time as \( s_i \). We consider both to be independent from the placement of \( T_i \). We use \( d_J \) to denote the average duration of the tasks of \( J \). A task \( T_i \) is considered as a straggler if and only if \( d_i \geq 1.2 \times d_J \), i.e., if its duration is 20% higher than the average duration of all tasks. Heartbeats are signals sent by tasks to the master node (e.g., from the tasks to ApplicationMaster) at a fixed interval; we use \( hw \) to denote the heartbeat window (the default \( hw \) is 6s in Hadoop and 10s in Spark). In addition, heartbeats are also sent when the task starts or ends. Let \( st_{i,j} \) be the sending time of the \( j^{\text{th}} \) heartbeat of \( T_i \). By definition \( st_{i,0} = s_i \) and \( st_{i,j} = s_i + j \times hw \). We use \( j_{\text{end}}(i) \) to denote the index of the last heartbeat (end of the task). Then \( j_{\text{end}}(i) = \lfloor d_i/hw \rfloor \) and \( st_{i,j_{\text{end}}(i)} = s_i + d_i \). Each heartbeat has also a heartbeat latency \( l_{i,j} \) (usually \( l_{i,j} \) varies from few hundreds of milliseconds – up to 500ms in the experiments in Section I). Thus, a heartbeat is received by the master node at time \( rt_{i,j} = st_{i,j} + l_{i,j} \). At time \( t \), we use \( j_{\text{last}}(t,i) \) to denote the index of the last received heartbeat from task \( T_i \), more precisely \( j_{\text{last}}(t,i) = \max\{j, rt_{i,j} \leq t \} \). The information transmitted through heartbeats include the progress scores of running tasks (for example, the progress score of a map task is the fraction of input data read). To simplify the problem, we assume the computation speed to be constant. Thus, the progress score of a task \( T_i \) at time \( t \) is \( PS_i(t) = (t - s_i)/d_i \). As the master node can only follow the progress of a task through heartbeats, the perceived progress score may differ from the read one – this strongly depends on the heartbeat window. We refer to perceived one as approximated progress score. It is donated by \( \hat{PS}_i(t) \), more precisely \( \hat{PS}_i(t) = PS_i(st_{i,j_{\text{last}}(t,i)}) \).

B. Stragglers Detection Methods

We present two state-of-the-art methods to detect stragglers:

1. ScoreBased: This method relies on the progress scores (precisely, the approximated ones which were received in the last heartbeats) of the running and completed tasks. Specifically, at a time \( t \), the average progress score is computed as:
   \[
   PS(t) = \frac{\sum_{t_i \in T, s_i \leq t} \hat{PS}_i(t)}{|\{t_i \in T, s_i \leq t\}|}.
   \]
   Accordingly, ScoreBased method marks a task \( T_i \) as a straggler if \( \hat{PS}_i(t) \leq \hat{PS}(t) - 0.2 \) [4].

2. RateBased: In order to be less sensitive to delayed tasks (task with skewed starting times), some detection methods use the notion of progress rate, that is the rate at which progress score increases. More precisely, the progress rate of a task \( T_i \) at time \( t \) is \( PR_i(t) = PS_i(t)/(t - s_i) \). However, \( PS_i(t) \) represents the approximate progress score, thus the perceived progress rate is an approximate one and can be referred to as approximated progress rate. It is denoted by \( \hat{PR}_i(t) \) and is computed as \( \hat{PR}_i(t) = PS_i(t)/(t - s_i) \).

   Usually, the progress rate based method (will refer to as RateBased) computes the expected duration \( ETD_i(t) \) of a task \( T_i \) at time \( t \), more precisely:
   \[
   ETD_i(t) = t - s_i + (1 - \hat{PS}_i(t))/\hat{PR}_i(t).
   \]

   A task \( T_i \) is considered as a straggler if and only if \( ETD_i(t) \geq 1.2 \times ETD(t) \). \( ETD(t) \) denotes the average expected duration for all started tasks. Similar method is used by Late [6] and Mantri (with the factor 1.5) [7].
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We build a Java simulator based on the model described in the previous section. We describe the different parameters and the synthetic job sets we use in our experiments below.

A. Synthetic Jobs

1. Durations: We generate random task durations. More precisely, we follow uniform distribution with range \([d_{\text{min}}, d_{\text{max}}]\). \(d_{\text{min}}\) and \(d_{\text{max}}\) are fixed from the expected average \(d_{\text{avg}}\). More precisely \(d_{\text{min}} = (1 - f) \times d_{\text{avg}}\) and \(d_{\text{max}} = (1 + f) \times d_{\text{avg}}\). We use the values 10s, 20s, 50s and 100s for \(d_{\text{avg}}\) and for \(f\) we use 0 (homogeneous, all tasks with same duration), 0.1 (slightly heterogeneous, no stragglers), and 0.25 (more heterogeneous durations with some stragglers). In the last case, the amount of stragglers is expected to be 10%. Indeed, with a uniform draw on \([(1 - f)d_{\text{avg}}, (1 + f)d_{\text{avg}}]\), the probability of being in \([1.2d_{\text{avg}}, (1 + f)d_{\text{avg}}]\) is \((1 + f - 1.2)/2f = 0.1\) when \(f = 0.25\). We will use “\(d_{\text{min}} - d_{\text{max}}\)” to distinguish the different sets of jobs (e.g., 18 – 22s or 75 – 125s) in Section IV.

2. Starting Times: For starting times, we use two main possible modes. In the first one, all starting times are equal to 0. We refer to this mode as UNIFORMSTARTS. In the second one, we use ending times from UNIFORMSTARTS as starting times, this mode is referred to as SKewedSTARTS.

B. Hosts

First, we propose two modes for heartbeat latencies, one without (NOLatency) where all heartbeats arrive as soon as they are sent, and one with (WithLatency) where latency follows a Pareto Distribution of scale 1s and shape 5 (our objective is to mimic the heartbeat latency in real Hadoop cluster – up to 500ms in our experiment – and to have few “extreme” events). In 90% of the send events, latency is a few dozen to a few hundreds of milliseconds, but for the last 10%, latency is above 1s and more (which is then above the stragglers detection window, i.e., 1s). A CDF of latencies is shown in Fig. 2 (1 million draw, note that we forced the latency to stay below 2s by redrawing any higher value). We always consider the number of hosts to be equal to the number of tasks in the simulated job. For each configuration, if the simulation uses randomness (i.e., WithLatency or for SKewedSTARTS in synthetic jobs) then we run the experiments 50 times.

C. Other Parameters

The other two parameters we are tuning are the heartbeat window (hw) and the speculative lag, i.e., the time since the starting of a job after which the stragglers detection starts. We use a Hadoop-like configuration, i.e., with 6s heartbeat window. In every case, stragglers are detected every second after the speculative lag (i.e., detection starts as soon as one task is finished). In our experiments, the detection considers tasks with at least one received heartbeat.

D. Metrics

A task is said to be detected if there is a moment during the execution where the detection method marked it as a straggler. For example, if for the task \(T_i\) there is a time \(t\) after the speculative lag where \(PS_i(t) \leq PS(t) - 0.2\), then this task is detected by the \(\text{ScoreBased}\) detection method. Note that a task can be detected at time \(t\), but might not be detected anymore later (because of more or less up-to-date information). In such a case, the task is still considered as detected in the results (the task has been reported at least once as a straggler). If a detected task is a straggler (its duration exceeds 1.2 times the average duration of all tasks), then it is a true positive. If a detected task is not a straggler, it is then a false positive. Finally, a straggler that is never detected is a false negative.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We present all our results with box plots. As a reminder, the horizontal line inside the box is the median of the values for a given setup, frontiers of the box are the limits of first and last quartiles, and the vertical bars at the end are the limits of first and last deciles. Outliers are represented by dots. We will precise the average value in the text when needed.

The false positive rates (respectively, the false negative rates) are depicted in Fig. 3 (respectively, in Fig. 4). In all sub-figures of Fig. 3 and 4, the left figure depicts the case where heartbeats have no latency (they are received as soon as they are sent), the right figure shows the case where heartbeat latency is added (up to 2s, but most of the time less than 1s which is equivalent to the detection window interval). We normalize false positives and false negatives using the number of normal tasks (i.e., all non-stragglers including the false positives) and the number of real stragglers. We refer to them as false positive rate and false negative rate, respectively. In the case of false negatives, we only show results for duration ranges where there are stragglers (i.e., 7.5 – 12.5s, 15 – 25s, 37.5 – 62.5s, and 75 – 125s).

1. False Positives (Figure 3): For Homogeneous task durations, as expected, no false positives are detected under NOLatency mode. However, adding latency leads to a few false positives when task durations are set to 10s under both ScoreBased and RateBased (e.g., false positive rates when the job size is set to 10 tasks are 4% and 2%, respectively).

For heterogeneous task durations, more false positives appear under both ScoreBased and RateBased detection methods. In the case of ScoreBased, for jobs with 10s average task
duration, the false positive rate is of the same amplitude for both UniformStarts and SkewedStarts modes. For 7.5 – 12.5s task durations range and 50-task jobs, the average false positive rates under UniformStarts-NoLatency mode and SkewedStarts-NoLatency mode are 32.02% and 34.11%, respectively. However, when looking at medium and long task durations (20s and more), false positives mainly appear under SkewedStarts (compared to very few false positives under UniformStarts mode). Under UniformStarts mode, the highest false positive rate is for 15 – 25s task durations range and 50-task jobs. We observe that the average false positive rate is 1.51% (median 0%) under NoLatency mode and is 6.50% (median 5.44%) under WithLatency mode. Comparatively, for the same task durations range and job size, the false positive rate is on average 38.08% under SkewedStarts and NoLatency mode.
In the case of RateBased detection method, the number of false positives is larger in general. For example, for the 15–25s task durations range and 50-task jobs, the average false positive rate under SkewedStarts mode is 53.27% under NOLATENCY mode (median 53.26%) and 54.07% under WITHLATENCY mode (median 54.17%). This indicates that for more than half of the runs, more than 50% of the non-stragglers are tagged as stragglers at least once during the run (however, it is important to note that they are not handled as stragglers at the same time, some of them may lose this tag and may have it back later). This issue occurs under UniformStarts mode too, but with smaller amplitude (the average false positive rate is 24.31% for the same task durations range and job size).

Regardless of the detection method, we find that the false positive rate is impacted by the average duration of tasks. In general, the false positive rate decreases (sometimes significantly) when the average task duration increases. For example, for 50-task jobs and under NOLATENCY mode, the false positive rate is reduced from 53.27% to 13.27% on average when average task duration increases from 20s to 100s. This is more obvious with RateBased than ScoreBased. The size of the job seems to have little impact. The presence of heartbeat latency increases the size of the box plots and the outliers count but does not alter the general trend.

2. False Negatives (Figure 4): In all cases, RateBased does not result in false negatives. On the other hand, ScoreBased results in false negatives. This method does not detect any stragglers for jobs with average task durations of 50s and 100s under UniformStarts-NOLATENCY mode (rates inferior to 1 are outliers). For jobs with 20s average task duration, ScoreBased detects most of the stragglers (on average, only 6.43% of stragglers are not detected under NOLATENCY mode for 50-task jobs). A surprising result is that heartbeat latency seems to improve (to decrease) the number of missed stragglers for ScoreBased detection method. Maybe as surprisingly, the false negative rate decreases under SkewedStarts mode.

V. Conclusion

We study how heartbeat arrivals and using outdated information when detecting stragglers impact the accuracy of stragglers detection. Our findings can be summarized as follows: (1) Not considering the freshness of information during stragglers detection can lead to a large amount of false positives (mainly noticeable with RateBased). (2) This phenomenon is greatly amplified when the heartbeats are asynchronous, either because of skewed starting times or because of late heartbeats (due to latency). (3) False negative is mainly an issue with ScoreBased methods. As future work, we plan to evaluate detection methods when considering the time-stamp of heartbeats (e.g., they use the time-stamps of heartbeats to estimate the progress scores/rates when the detection is triggered) using synthetic and production data sets.
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